
 

 

Carriageworks Community Meeting 
11 June 2015 
 
Q = questions from the audience 
A = answers by Fifth Capital 
 
c.68 people attended. 
 
Lori Streich, Chair of CAG, introduced the meeting. 

Purpose of the meeting 
A listening meeting for us to hear Fifth Capital proposed amendments and for them to 
hear our views on their amended scheme.   

Introductions 
Attending from Fifth Capital (FC) are: Pete Ladhams, Emily Sandercock, Karen 
Jones, Marc Pennick.  From CAG Liaison Group: Lori Streich, Prue Hardwick, Pete 
Bullard, Jeff Butterfield, Janine McCretton, Simon Lewis, Julian Mellor 

Context 
The Community Vision and status it has with the planners.  Our remit is to work with 
any developer that will deliver the vision.  Obviously many ways to interpret and 
deliver the vision and each will have lots of supporters and opposers.  However, 
only one proposal on the table at the moment so that’s the one we’re discussing. 

Recent events 
• Planning Committee on 8 April. A lot of opposition to the application. After big 

debate the decision was deferred.  We are in a planning process that has its 
rules and only material issues are considered relevant.  10 requirements set by 
Alex Woodman the Chair Inc. involvement of CAG in improving the proposals. 

• The Liaison Group (a group of local residents who have no commercial interest in 
the site but do want to see dereliction addressed) have been having the 
conversation with FC. 

What you think matters 
Talk, write on post-its, email, comment on website. We will write up everything and 
share with FC and planners (Q: can it feed direct to the planning committee members 
not just the members? Lori: good question – we need to look into if and how that can 



 

 

happen).  The FC presentation will also be on the website.  Don’t put in comments 
too soon as the proposals may change in the coming weeks. 
 
Ani Stafford-Townsend – BCC Chair of Planning Ctte B.  When it gets to point of 
putting in statements be as clear as possible so don’t do it too soon.  Can’t email 
them individually as it counts as lobbying; Members will be alert to any risk of them 
being accused of bias. 
 
Fifth Capital will come back to us in a month to tell us about any further changes. 

Fifth Capital Presentation 
Karen Jones 
We believe we have started to make inroads to improving the scheme. Very happy to 
get feedback. Certain items that Planning Committee said had to be looked at.  
Focus this evening is very much on design. 

Pete Ladhams 
• Some elements have changed. Others haven’t. Scale, massing, materials – very 

contextual scale and materials on perimeter – the facades continue. Larger 
building in the middle but scale of Westmoreland House is reduced – couple of 
stories reduced. 

• Still have two open spaces. Increased the size of Carriageworks space. Smaller 
quieter amenity space behind.  

• Route through is changed. More successful to have route direct into main public 
space and then come out through Carriageworks.  Non-residential uses along 
the route.  

• Realignment of building on Westmoreland House site. Central block moved over 
slightly.  

• 20 additional cycle parking in main open space plus play area moved in. 
• Vehicle access remains as before. Same amount of disabled parking spaces. 

Loading bay moved and improved access.   
 
Q: Is all the commercial space serviced via the walkway?  
A: Will allow temporary access for small vehicles to the space from Ashley Road but 
Highways prefer it from access by Sali Army. 
 
• Gates have been removed. Will have vehicle control to restrict access to the 

second space. 
• On first floor section of building removed over through route. 



 

 

• Cascaded massing of buildings close to Hepburn Road on 5th and 6th floor and 
removed balconies and changed apartment layout so only secondary bedrooms 
look towards Hepburn Road. 

• Carriageworks building is unchanged with residential use. 
• Looking at moving affordable housing from Carriageworks, at the tenant mix etc 

and how it affects viability.  Will update in due course. 
• Lost the car club space – BCC encouraged them to have it outside the site. 
 
Q: Are there disabled living units?  
A: 10% disabled units.  Can send details on that. 
 
• Artists impression.   
 
Q: Does it have a wide-angle quality to it?  
A: yes. 
 
Comment: “I think the word is lush”. 
 
Q: Can you find some spaces ideally in Bristol that are a similar size?  
A: Yes.  
 
• English Heritage want the back of the Carriageworks kept as is. 
• Trying to work with Liaison Group to come up with a framework for how the space 

will be used.  
 
Q: What amenity space is there?  
A: Two areas. 
 
• Ashley Road frontage – parapet heights dropped. Number of stories stays the 

same. Doesn’t affect the ceiling height inside. Building line is slightly further back 
– only 20cm. 

 
Q: is there a view from Picton St.   
A: No but we will do.   
Q: Also want view of the through route. 
 
Q: What is width of walkway?  
A: 4m.  
 
Q: What is the location of the bin store? does it reduce width of walkway.   



 

 

A: will be on side of 108. 
 
Q: Can pedestrians go in the vehicle entrance?  
A: Yes. 
 
• Have tried to improve impact on Dominic’s building. Want to encourage opening 

up of back of Kino on the through route. 
• Hepburn Road – met with Janine and saw garden. Have prepared views from 

ground floor and first floor windows. Analysed impact of moving the main building. 
Have cascaded it back. All balconies gone. 

 
Q: Any perspectives from Stokes Croft end of the road?  
A: Not yet but can do. 

Discussion 

Design 
• Prue: Pete referred to working with the Liaison Group. Want to make it clear that 

we continue to try hard to represent the views of the community. FC have not had 
an easy ride. Be reassured that we’re not cozying up with them! 

 
• Q: Read comments on light into the flats.  
• A: We have a daylight consultant – the apartments do meet the requirements. 

Once the scheme is fixed we’ll get them to review.  A: Daylight was done for the 
planning committee.   

 
• Q: In Poland the balconies are pushed inside and are not outside.  
 
• Q: Concern that density is above the Council’s recommendation.  Equivalent to 

200/ha.  In the corner the town houses face blank walls.  Also the access route 
from parking area is very restricted – access route before was better.  
Knightstone had bins and bikes by every service well while in FC scheme they 
are much more remote. 

 
• Q: No 4 Ashley Road is significantly set back – so the building line is established 

by that building – it’s not on the road frontage.  Still concerns that Ashley Road 
frontage is not sufficiently pushed back – also question of scale.  Comes back to 
density.   

• A: We think it works with the existing facades and marries in with Tucketts.  
 



 

 

Q: Historically Tuckets is a full stop that punctuates Stokes Croft. Ashley Road has 
Georgian houses set back. 
 
Q: What width will the pavement be at Ashley Road?  
A: Will provide. 
 
Q: What is max height?  
A: 6 stories. 

Housing issues 
• Q: How many units will be lifetime housing standard?  
• A: All of them – has to be 100%.  
 
• Q: Affordable housing?  
• A: Still 8 units.  Have been looking at options to increase but depends on viability 

which is being considered. 
 
• Q: What % profit do you need for it to be viable?  
• A: Aiming at 20% profit which is normal for any developer. 
 
• Q: Reduce profit margin and provide more affordable housing?  
• A: We are currently in negotiations with A2 Housing Association.  Liaison Group 

have done some work looking at them.  They have 85,000 properties under their 
management. They would take on the 8 affordable housing and looking at other 
packages that they could bring in. They could bring in government grants to 
change the private units to increase the % of affordable housing.  

• Q: Would like to see the evidence. 
 
• Q: Mention of removing affordable housing from Carriageworks. Replace with 

what?  
• A: Replace with residential.  
 
• Q: What is definition of affordable housing and how does it differ?  
• A: Two types of tenure – intermediate housing otherwise known as key worker 

housing which is shared ownership with staircase to full ownership in long term.  
Then there is social rent housing with rent target set by the Council.  Currently 
none in the is scheme. 

 
• Q: In terms of tenure the scheme is private sale, shared ownership or social rent?  
 



 

 

• A: Yes. At moment no social rent, but working with A2 Dominion. 
 
• Q: Are there any plans of internal layout.  
• A: Can circulate. 

Commercial non-residential uses 
• Q: What is size of the space?  
• A: 1000 sqm. 
 
• Q: There was talk of a Saturday market – can we? How will it work  
• Q: Concern about servicing of the units.  
• Q: Council asked for info about management of the commercial space. We need 

pretty pictures to be backed up by details of how space will be run, serviced etc. 
Council have asked for this but we haven’t got it. Some of us believe that the 
commercial space is not what was asked for in the Vision. Thank you for more 
units but there are not enough to make it viable and exciting.  Market will help but 
difficult to access.  Need a specialist to show how it can work – you need to 
show us that it can work and it can be viable so next time please bring more on 
that – we need info, numbers, pizzazz.  

• A: Do you want less residential, more commercial and a specialist to say how it 
can work?  

• Q: We are interested in an operator with a track record that fits with this 
community.  At the moment we are discussing from the heart but we need reality 
from someone who we each respect.   

 
• Q: What can we see and when before the next meeting.  
• A: This evening we have not come expecting a slam dunk! We still have a way to 

go. But we are trying. I (Marc Pennick) am going to look at Ashley Road and 
come back on that. I am going to look at Hepburn Road. I slightly disagree with 
building line on Ashley Road but will take on board other comments. I have no 
problem going back to Committee and having use classes fixed so that there isn’t 
a wide range of uses as at present.  Would like info that he can take back and 
have conversation with agents.  

 
• Prue: Please if you (the community) have great thoughts on the commercial side 

then please send them over the w/e so that we know what you’re after so that we 
can share it with Marc and get closer to something that will suit you all.   

 
 



 

 

• Pete Bullard: Don’t want to see units not let and then converted into flats – it’s 
happened time and again. Want to see viable scheme. 

 
• Q: Most markets require a stock place and stores and access for vans. Don’t see 

it in the scheme. It won’t be viable.  
• A: Take that point. Don’t want Camden where structures made permanent and 

rents pushed up. Have seen other markets where they come in with vans, unload, 
setup the stalls. Need to find out how it can work. 

 
• Q: Come and spend a whole week in Bristol, go to all the vibrant markets, rather 

than put a London scheme into Bristol. 
 
• Q: You are trying to make it better. But I don’t get your examples – they don’t 

seem to work.  
• A: I’m working it through and my commitment is to deliver. Elsewhere working 

with RA of Dance to provide new studio.  
• Q: But you don’t seem to get how important this site is to us.  
 
• Q: Is this the normal way of doing things? 113 homes and 7 parking spaces. And 

is size of gardens normal?  
• A: In this area it is normal. Bristol has clear guidelines on garden size. Not as big 

as rural but it conforms.  
• Q: It doesn’t conform.  
• A: We will do a quick note on that. 
 
• Q: What is the plan for parking? It’s already awful in the area.   
• A: It is an accessible location and people will cycle. Govt tells local authorities 

they have to reduce car use.  
 
• Q: Can you do underground parking?  
• A: No. 

 
• Q: In Bristol a lot of areas have been fenced off for private gain. Really good if the 

management of that area benefits the community and not just commercial 
operators. 

• Q: Continue front garden aspect from 4 Ashley Road and create market type 
area. Would set back, create amenity space. 

• Q: Imperative that we revisit 4 Ashley Road. In 1988 the building looked splendid. 
Should not allow historic buildings to fall apart – it sets a precedent. Go back and 
look at how to incorporate 4 Ashley Road. 



 

 

Final comments:  
Marc: We don’t have all the answer this evening but we’re working hard. Very keen to 
come back at next meeting with outline of management plan so give us ideas what 
you’d like to incorporate. We understand the concerns. 

Next Meeting 
Next meeting in first week in July. In the meantime we’ll carry on the dialogue. 
 
At this point Fifth Capital left the meeting to catch the train. 

Continuing Discussion 
CAG members continued discussing the issues raised for another fifteen minutes. 
The key points were: 
• Many people still have serious reservations about the scheme 
• Some people are meeting every Monday at PRSC to discuss opposition and 

alternative plans.  
• Others said that there is one plan on the table, and if it is turned down, there’s a 

high risk of appeal. We will then get a poor development because the developer  
may win the appeal. We need to push the developer to make it as good as 
possible even though it won’t be best in the world.  If we don’t we’ll end up with 
something we really don’t like at all. 

• Questions were asked about how to respond to the application if it is the least 
worst but you want better?  Everyone has to make their own decision about  
whether they think it good enough. If you think its rubbish then find every reason 
to object. But if you think it OK for whatever reason then write in support of it. 
There were 1400 responses to the last Planning Application.  It would be good to 
see another 1400 representations – that would be a community responding to the 
proposals. 

• A lot of young people would like to see an exciting design. 
• If the amendments that are being made are ‘major’, should the developer have to 

submit a new Planning Application? CAG will discuss this with the planners. 
• The timetable is tight. It is currently scheduled for Planning committee on 26 

August.  We need to continue to get it as good as it can be and see where it is at 
beginning of August. CAGs remit to try to get as much of the Vision as we can.  
CAG has pushed this debate further than it could have been. Lets keep pushing 
to see how far it can go. 

• If you want it rejected then give the Committee reasons to object as any appeal 
will be entirely based on the deliberations of the Committee.  

Meeting ended at 20:20 


